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The industry’s first Sat-IP converter by Inverto Digital Labs, a

Luxembourg-based developer and marketer of consumer and

professional broadcast reception products, has received

certification.

Sat-IP is a new standard and trademark developed and

supported by SES. With SAT-IP, satellite-delivered channels

are converted into IP standard at the point of reception in the

home. Households can therefore receive, via their wired or

wireless in-home internet distribution system, the full satellite

line-up not only on the TV screen but also on a large range

of IP-devices such as smartphones, tablets, and smart TVs –

with different channels on different devices at the same time.

The Sat-IP converter from Inverto is the first of its kind to be certified according to the new standard.

“Sat-IP is a quantum leap in satellite reception and will make it even more competitive with other

reception modes,” said Thomas Wrede, VP reception systems at SES (picture).

“With Sat-IP, we can fulfill the consumer need to serve a multitude of platforms at home with an

excellent satellite signal quality and a variety of content. Satellite TV anywhere in the home, on tablet

devices, smartphones, PCs or smart TVs: that is the revolution of Sat-IP.”

Wrede continued: “The industry’s high interest in the Sat-IP protocol shows that it is a significant step

towards the interoperability of devices, allowing the convergence of TV on a multitude of platforms

and satisfying the changing watching habits, of younger audiences in particular. SES offers the

certification of Sat-IP devices to all manufacturers and invites them as partners to participate in the

creation of this new reception mode.”

“The Inverto Multibox Sat-IP converter enables viewing of content which was previously limited to the

TV set and the living room on other client devices that have been purchased by consumers in great

numbers in recent years. It also offers opportunities to operators to both reduce total ownership cost

by eliminating the need for tuner-based set-top boxes and substantially enrich services with

companion devices,” said Thierry Abraham, CTO and director of engineering of Inverto.

Sat-IP will be shown at the SES booth at IBC, Amsterdam, September 7-11, 2012.
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"In an industry that
experiences rapid change and
often a confusing subsequent
constant supply of news, it is
often refreshing to read an
insightful perspective.
Broadband TV News and its editorial team regularly
provide a context and helpful analysis to breaking
news.”

Dr Abe Peled, Executive Chairman, NDS Group
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is the must-read
publication for those
working in the
Business of the
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We deliver news, insight and data direct to your
desktop. As well as our constantly updated website
you can sign-up to our Daily and Weekly email
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Digital TV Eastern Europe
NEW REPORT by Simon Murray
of Digital TV Research. 2012 is a
watershed year for Eastern
Europe as the number of digital
homes for 15 forecast countries
will exceed the analogue total
for the first time. This electronically-delivered,150-
page report comes in three parts, a PDF file and
two Excel workbooks. Countries covered include
Russia and Ukraine. Read more about the report
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